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**Liberals**

Without any new opposition to a regents meeting on May 18 at UCLA, in which groups of professors-except those who later registered their opposition to the perceived need to change the university - faculty members received a sense of unity. But that unity is due to a different cause.

**Moderates**

For the liberal faction of the UCLA faculty that has emerged as a result of the regents meeting, its support for a change in the university is now in its infancy. But that support may be on the wane as the university is forced to live with the consequences of the change.
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**Metro Squad: Unique and Flexible**

**Camp Offers Girls & Relief From Strife**

**ACTUAL STANDOFF—Officers sit on side river and watch a liquid dump in South Central Los Angeles for a speeding drain pipe.**
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**CONQUEROR OF MT. EVEREST**

**Hillary Aids Sherpas Who Once Guided Him**
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**Learning Moment at Camp—Summer campers monitor the new fishery at the camp, which children can see in the city.**
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"Students have been given an unusual opportunity to sit in and gain the support of our President," said Murphy Hall resident assistant professor, Dr. Charles Tredick.

"It's a time of crisis, and it's hard to let go of what we don't need," Tredick said. "This is a chance for us to show our support for the administration and let them know we're here to help."

The administration has recently announced plans to cut several faculty positions and to increase tuition costs. The professors say they're willing to give up their own salaries to fight for the students.

"It's a difficult time for everyone, but we need to stand together," Tredick said. "We're not going to let this university fall apart."

Floppy more than 80 faculty members met in a history department meeting to discuss the situation. The group decided to organize a sit-down protest to show their support for the administration.

"It's important that we come together and support our administration," Tredick said. "They're working hard to keep this university running."